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Course Design Principles for Technology-Based Distance Education 
Worksbop Evaluation 
November, 1995 
Dir..,tions: Now tbat you hav. complettd this workshop. pleas. provide information about your tlp.ri.nce. 
Your answers will provide valuabl. Information to help us improvt tbis worksbop and otbers like it. 
For questions 1-5, please rate tbe (ollowing aspects of the workshop using the scale below. Plt .. e circle the 
number that is most appropriate for you. 
I 2 3 4 5 
1----------. -" • ------.; -------- -----. --. -. ---1---· ----. --. -. -------1----. -----------------1 
Inadequate Fair Good Very Good Excellent 
i. Overall qualit)' of the workshop 2 3 4 5 
2. Quality of the workshop presentation 2 3 4 5 
3. General organization of the course 2 3 4 5 
4. Time allotted to cover workshop topics 2 3 4 5 
5. Opportunities for interaction with the teacher 2 3 4 5 
6. Please rate the pacing of the course presentation. Circle thc number that is most appropriate for you. 
I. Very much faster than I would have liked. 
2. Faster than I would have liked. 
3. About right. 
4. Slower than I would have liked. 
5. Very much slower than I would have liked. 
7. How would you rate this workshop in comparison to other workshops you have taken? Circle one number that 
best applies to you .. 
i. Superior 
2 A lillie beller 
3. About the same 
4. Not as good 
5. Much worse 
For questions 8-10. please rate tbe followio& aspects of the workshop materials uslog the scale below. Circle 
tbe le«er tbat is most appropriate for you. 
I 2 3 4 5 
1-····················+·····················\····················+··················-1 
Inadequate Below Average Average Above Average Excellent 
8. The readability of graphics and word pictures 2 3 4 5 
9. The overall quality of the printed lesson and interactIVe 2 3 4 5 
study guide 
10. The value of the practice activities in helping you learn 2 3 4 S 
the content. 
For questions 11-14. please rate the following .spects orthe instructorS using the scale below. Circle the letter 
that is most appropriate for you. 
1 2 3 4 5 
1-····················+·····················;····················+····················-1 
Inadequate Below Average Averag.e Above Average Excellent 
I I. The instructor's delivery of mforrnation 2 3 4 5 
12. The instructor's encouragement of your critical thinkmg 2 3 4 5 
13. The instructor's ability to stimulate your interest 2 3 4 5 
14. The understandability and clarity of the instructor 2 3 4 5 
For questions 15-21. plea .. pro'· ide short answers. 
15. Were the goals and objectives of thIS workshop made clearto you" Yes __ No __ 
Explain: 
16. Did this workshop meet your expectations? Yes __ 1'0 __ 
Explain: 
17. What did you like most about this workshop" 
18. What did you like least about this workshop? 
19. On the following scale. circle the number that best rellects your anirude toward anendlDg the next faculty 
d~velopment workshop in this serjes. 
I. Very favorable (I will take ill. 
2. Favorable (I probably will take it). 
3. Not sure (Whether I will take it depends on the topic and other considerations). 
4. Moderately unfavorable (I probably will not take 11) 
5 Unfavorable (I will not take it). 
20. What would you like to learn more about in the third workshop of this ,enes" 
21. Any additional comments" (use back if necessary) 
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ACTS FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
First Year Interim Project Report: September 29,1994 througb September 28,1995 
Status of Tasks 
Task 1. Prepare report on ACTS technologies 
Efforts during year one of the project have been directed towards research and review of 
documents. equipment, and methods of instructional design. in order to determine the 
appropriateness of ACTS technologies for the proposed educational program. 
• A literature search was conducted and over 30 identified documents have been collected 
and are under review (see Appendix A). 
• A paper entitled, A Cost Comparison of AlteT7Ultive Approaches to Two· Way Interactive 
Distance Learning in Developing Countries was prepared to provide a cost comparison 
among thsee different levels of interactive distance learning systems for developing 
countries. This paper was presented at the ACTS Results Conference held in Cleveland. 
Ohio, September 11-13, 1995, and was included in the proceedings (see Appendix B). 
• Preferred configurations for origination/receive sites were identified (see Appendix C). 
The preferred origination site will allow instructors to deliver courses using a PC-based, 
desktop vicleo-conferencing system from their office and share software with students at 
the recei\'e site. 
Task 2, Prepare report on ACTS for developing countries 
• emcna were established for identifying possible participating countries. 
• Twenty-eighl pOlentiallocations for hub sites were identified based on criteria and formal 
meetings with U.S. AID, U.S. ECRE. RET!, lEA. Georgetown University. and 
representatives of developing countries. 
• A white paper was prepared entitled. Rural Electrification Environmental Remediation 
alld Ecollomic Del'eiopme111 in Latin America and Africa (see Appendix D). 
Task 3. Prepare course manuals 
• Sigmficant additions and revisions have been made to the comprehensive course 
reference manual which is still under development. 
• Formats for course manuais were reviewed 
Act.' lor [)/JWfIC(' I:"cJU( arum 1" D{'\ cIO"In,~ ("nun/nc.< 
Antlual Rt{'rm/or rrrwd o.f9/2Y/Y.J· 912810.( 
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• Specifications for desktop video systems were reviewed and procurement is imminent. 
Task 4. Prepare computer and other courseware 
• Thirty hours of videotape have been produced in conjunction with Brevard Community 
College (see Appendix E). 
• Computer slide shows for all segments of the Photovoltaic System Design course have 
been developed. 
Task 5. Deliver distance education from FSEC to SSC 
• The workshop planned for August 1995 was cancelled by Savannah State College. (No 
firm date has yet been established for delivering the 3D-hour course to Savannah State 
College.) 
Task 6. Evaluate distance learning experience 
• A research agenda that addresses many learning experience issues was developed (see 
Appendtx F). (This is primarily a Savannah State College task.) 
Task 7. Demonstrate program effectiveness (This is primarily a Savannah State College task.) 
Task 8. Perform a SCADA experiment 
• Orion Energy was contacted concerning future participation in this task. 
Task 9. Evaluate program sustainability 
• Several meetings were held with AT&T to discuss future collaboration and program 
sustainabihty. 
Task 10. Report progress 
• 
• 
• 
Project meetings were conducted at FSEC and UCF to review progress (October 17, 
1994. February 6. 1995. March 20-22. 1995). 
Attended a NASA-sponsored HBCU meeting and presented poster paper at the Ohio 
Aerospace Institute. April 1995. 
Attended the ACTS Results Conference and presented cost paper, September 11-13. 
1995. 
ActJ for Duran( t' Educatlot; in [)t'~-rlorln1-' Cour.tnn 
AnnllQ/ Rt'f'(lrt far prr/od (If Y/2'iI':JJ . 91:'8105 
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A COST COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO TWO-WAY 
INTERACTIVE DISTANCE LEARNING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
Neill H. Fosheel , Barbara L. Martin2, Rarnzi H. Nassar), 
Gerard G. Ventre' ,and Patrick J. Moskal' 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of the Report 
The purpose of this repon is to provide a cost coml'8rison among three different levels of two-
way interactive distance learning systems for developing countries. Comparisons are made in 
the costs of the distance learning hardware systems, the costs of using various terrestrial and 
satelhte communication links. and the costs of designing instruction for distance learning using a 
t\\'o-wa~ interactive distance learning system. 
As used in this paper. two-way interactive distance learning means that communication between 
studenls and teachers who are physically separated is possible through both audio and video 
channels, In other words. two-way audio and video distance learning allows students and 
teachers to interact in real time. The technical importance of this defmition is that two-way 
interactive audio and 'ideo transmissions require high communications bandwidths. 
Background 
WithIn the past year. ~ASA Lewis Research Center entered into a cooperative agreement with 
Savannah State College (SCC) and the Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC) to conduct a project 
called "ACTS for Dis:.nce Education in Developing Countries." As part of this project, FSEC is 
de\' eloping a 30-hour course in pho\Ovotaic system design that will be used in a variety of 
experiments using the Ad,'anced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS). A prim"" 
goal of the project is tCl de"elop an instructional design and delive!)' model that can be used for 
other education and training programs. 
This project is directed toward meeting basic human needs in developing countries. Based on 
data from FSEC. over two-thirds of the world's population does not have access to utility-
generated electrici!}, and less than 25% receive electricit), in a reliable and predictable marmer. 
Photovoltaic-generated electrici!}' represents a distributed source of eDergy that could 
signifIcantly improve the auality of life in much of the world. Because of its simplicity and 
reliabih!}', the world demand for photovoltaic systems is increasing. However, to significantly 
Impac\ the problem. the energy infrastructure within the developing countries needs to be 
enhan:ed Energy education and training is a key ingredient in infrastructure enhancement. 
L r.1\-ers.l~ C'f Centrai fio:H':.l. I:1SiItU:C fo: Simulation and TraIning. Orlando. Florida 
~ Linl\ ~r;;'i:~ ('~- C emr:!1 FJ0n.:3.. Coiicgc of Edu::a~lOn. Educatior.al Services Department. Orlando. florida 
- GI('Ibal Dalaii:.k inco:-po:-alcd (GDI:. Orlando. florida 
~ L n:\ ~.~~::> 0:- C C'n1:~. rj('l~laJ... ~ j(1~I:.:a Solar l:.neq;~ (("me". Cocoa. Florid~ 
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Presentl\' manv of the international training efforts in coergy are through U.S. Department of 
Energy i>;ogra';'s. The U.S. photovoltaic industry is also actively involved in training and there 
is considerable competition with Europe and Japan for international markets. Over two-thirds of 
the world market is in developing countries. Because of the poor economic conditions in the 
developing countries, much of the funding for programs and equipment comes from multilateral 
organizations. 
The Florida Solar Energy Center has been involved in energy education and training for over 
fifteen years. Typical programs include workshops or short courses of several days duration. 
Sometimes these programs are offered at FSEC's facilities and sometimes they involve travel to 
the oeveloping countries in order to deliver the courses. UnfortunaTely, the influence of these 
programs is shon·term in most cases. A permanent communication. link with the appropriate 
instirutions in these countries will provide significant help to sustain the momentum necessary 
for long-term progress. 
One of the objectives of this NASA-sponsored project was to develop new and bener energy 
education programs that take advantage of advances in telecommunications and computer 
technology. The combination of desktop video systems and the sharing of computer applications 
software is of special interest. Considerable research will be performed to evaluate the 
effectiveness of these technologies as pan of this project. The design of the distance learning 
orig.ination and receive sites discussed in this paper were influenced by the educational 
community's growing interest in distance education. 
:\ pnject goal IS to develop an instructional systems design model and an instructional delivery 
scen~no thar ;~'presents th~ best tradeoff between costs, outreach, instructional effectiveness and 
sustainabili!) This paper deals primarily with an assessment of the costs involved for a number 
of aiternathe approaches to two· way interactive distance learning. 
MethodQlo., The following approach was used to develop comparative costs for two-way 
interactive distance education in de\·eloping countries: 
• Representati, e target 10cal1ons for receive sites were chosen. The originating site was 
assumed to be Cocoa. Florida. where FSEC is located. 
• A range of course de\'elopment costs were determined. Two hypothetical courses were used 
in the analy sis a shon eight-hour course and a longer SO-hour course. 
• The cost of obtaining equipment for three alternative two-way interactive distance learning 
system configurations was determined. The types of system configurations ranged from a 
PC -based. desktop "ideo-conferencing system, that allows instructors to originate instruction 
from their offices using desktop "ideo and shared software, to a high cost system that uses an 
electronic classroom. Each system configuration allows for the use of some form of two-
way interac!lYe ,ideo and shared application software. 
• A range of cost; for bOll' satellite and terrestrial communications were investigated. 
• The cost; of equipment ana operation of the alternative configurations for the origination 
and rr·a'j\ (' sit::.>~ \\ere determi~(':j 
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• A range of costs for several alternative delivery scenarios (i.e., a mix of live-interactive; 
as)1lchronous interactive; use of video tapes) was detennined. 
• A preferred delivery scenario including cost estimates was developed. 
Tan:et Locatjons. Savannah State College, through their Center for Advanced Water 
Technology and Energy Systems, has targeted the continent of Africa for its training efforts. The 
Florida Solar Energy Center is primarily interested in Latin America. Within both these areas, 
FSEC has identified major needs in energy and environmental infrastructure development, clean 
water supply, health care, agriculrural sciences, and small business development To address the 
energy education needs, criteria for selecting the receive sites were based on energy resources 
and needs, existing education and training infrastructure, in-coUDtry supporting institutions, and 
prospects for funding. A total of 27 potential sites were identified based on these criteria. For 
this paper, five representative receive sites were chosen: a) Cairo, Egypt; b) Johannesburg, 
South Africa: c) Mexico City, Mexico; d) Quito, Ecuador; and e) Santiago, Chile. 
HARDWARE COSTS 
Purpose 
The purpose of this section is to describe three two-way interactive distance learning systems 
and their associated costs. Each system configuration is explained in terms of: a) the hardware 
found at the network ~J1e where the instruction originates (origination site) and b) the hardware 
found at the network s.te where rhe instruc'.;on is received (r:ceive sites). 
Types of System Configuration 
The three configurations were defined in terms of their instructional capabilities and the overall 
cost of the system All three system configurations provide similar opporrunities for two-wa) 
interaction and all configurations provide for motion video, shared software, and still graphics. 
The higher cost systems generally provide greater video fidelity and have the ability to suppcn 
an inoreased variet) of instructional activities (for example, to suppon computer-based 
collaborati,e learning acti,·ities using a local area network). The system configurations analyzed 
here are categomed as the a) ··desktop video system," b) "group video system,'· and c) the 
"electronic classroom system," The figures used in this analysis were obtained from written 
quotes from distance learning hardware vendors. I Each of these systems were selected because 
in terms of both COSI and performance they were representative of typical two-way distance 
learning systems that are available in each of the three price ranges. 
: These co~~~ \\ ere or:3i:ll'c fro;:l Noon~lar: \-endor quotes anj the sources must remain anonymous 
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System One: Desktop Video 
Conc~p!. The basic component of this system is a personal computer (pC)-based desktop video 
conferencing system. This system allows for two-way audio and video communication among 
eight sites (seven receive sites and one origination site). This systems has the capability to 
provide shared software, and electronic mail. The origination site equipmeut allows instructors 
to originate two-way interactive distance learning courses from their offices. This eliminates the 
need to use special facilities for originating distance learning, such as a television studio. 
In addition to the PCs, the desktop video system has video slate annotators that allow instructors 
and students to "Tite or draw on the PC screen and a document camera that allows all of the 
network sites to view paper documents and three dimensional objects. 
Ori~inalion sile. The origination site consists of a single desktop video system and four cameras. 
A single stationary camera is mounted on top of the computer monitor. A panltiltlzoom camera 
provides the instructor with the ability to "zoom in" to capture details and gestures and to "zoom 
out" to pro' ide a wide angle view of the instruction. The third camera is a tripod mounted 
camcorder that provides a third angle of viewing to capture actions such as writing on a board or 
performing a physical activity. The origination site is also equipped with a commercial off-the-
,helf (COTS) video cassene recorder (VCR) that provides the instructor with the capability to 
include pre-recorded video tapes in the instruction. The document camera provides a means for 
switching ,ideo inputs between the four cameras and the VCR 
Receive site'. The seven rer.eive site~. also consist of a single desktop video system with a 
stationa" camera mounted all the PC .nd a tripod mounted camcorder. The receive sites also 
ha'e a video slate annotator, a document camera and a VCR. The VCR provides the receive 
sites with a means to record instruction for make-up classes and remediation. Instruction is 
viewed on 1\'0 32·inch color monitors. However, the monitors display the motion video in a 
small wlUdow. This means that the video fidelity and the amount of detail that can be shown are 
more limited than in the other 1\\0 systems. 
Some!) pes of desktop video conferencing systems requires the use of ISDN communications. 
Desktop ,ideo conferencing systems that use standard telephone lines or Internet connections 
were considered as candidates for the desktop video system configuration. However, the current 
'Ideo fIde Ii!) of these non·ISD"i systems is substantially lower than the system used in this 
companson. in' estlgations into the availability of ISDN services in the target countries has 
revealed that ISD!\ does not yet exist in these countries. ISDN capability couid be obtained in 
several wa~s. These methods will be outlined in the section of the paper that deals with 
communications 
A list of the system components and a cost approximation for the origination site, the remote 
sites. and the total svstem is provided in Table l. A diagram of the origination site and a receive 
site is prO\·ided ID FIgures I and 2 respectiveiy. 
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Table I 
Desktop Video System 
Origination Site (1) 
Desktop video board Kit -
Two video boards (2) with NTSC Out 
200 CCD Color Camera and cables 
Application Software 
ISDN Telephone 
ISDN-BRI Network Interface 
1m stallation 
PC ",'/Pentium 120 Mbz CPt; 
lastallation 
Uninterrupted Power Supply 
Document Camna 
Digitizing tablet/drawing board 
Camera (PTZ) 
Camcorder l\itripod 
COTS VCR 
17" ESVGA Monitor 
Approximate Cost of Origination Site 
Recein Site (7) 
Video board kit -
Video boards (2) with ),;TSC Out 
CCO Color Camera and cables 
Application Soft" are 
ISO:--: Telephone 
I SO~·BRI Net\\ ork Interface 
Installation 
PC w/Pentium 120 !\lhz CPl: 
Installation 
Lninterrupted Power Suppl~ 
Document Camera 
Digitizing tablet/drawing board 
Dual 32"· Inch Monitors 
COTS VCR 
Camcorder wrrripod 
Total Each Recein Site 
Total All Recein Sites 
Add Origination Site 
TOTAL SYSTEM 
518,000.00 
517,300.00 
17 
S]21,100.00 
S\8.OO0.00 
S139,100.00 
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1. mMJPC Network Computer 
2. Telepbone 
3. Mlcropbones 
4. VCR 
s. Camcorder wi tripod 
6. Pan/till/zoom camtra 
7. Auto Focus Camera 
8. ELMO. Grapbics Stand 
FIgure I. Desktop VIdeo System Ongination Site 
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1. mMIPc Network Computer 
1. Telepbone 
3. Micropbones 
4. VCR 
S. Camcorder wi tripod 
6. Auto Focus Camera 
7. ELMO. Grapbics Stand 
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System Two: Group Video 
Concept. The group video distance learning system was designed to provide two-way interactive 
instruction with higher video fidelity levels than the desktop video system. The group video 
system is composed of a room·sized, group video conferencing system. The system also consists 
of one origination and seven receive sites. Compared to 1he desktop video system, the group 
video system provides improved video fidelity and the video image in this system is viewed full 
screen rather than in a small video window. Although the room-sized video conferencing 
systems requires more space than the desktop based PC system used in the desktop video 
configuration, it still does not require extensive modification of existing facilities in order to 
conduct distance leaming. 
Origination site. The origination site consists of the room-sized group video conferencing suite 
that uses a 35-inch monitor and a panltiltlzoom and autofocus camera. A tripod mounted 
camcorder provides the instructor with the ability to use an additional camera angle. 
A 120 Mhz. Pentium-based PC is used to provide still and motion computer graphics to enhance 
the instruction. This requires the use of a scan rate convener to synchronize the screen scanning 
rate of the computer to the National Television Standard Comminee (NTSC) scanning rate of the 
3S-inch video monitor. The origination site is also equipped with a document camera, a COTS 
VCR, and a digitized "'Titing tablet. 
Recei,e <ites Each receive sites consists of a room-sized group video conferencing suite with 
dual 35-lOch monitors and a 120 Mhz. Pentium-based Pc. This PC provides the students with 
access to shared software. ele;;tronic mail (e-mail) and other ancillary information services. A 
COTS VCR gives ea;;h remote site the ability to record instruction for make-up classes and 
remediation. Each receive site must also use a scan rate convener to process the video signal 
from the PC so that it can be displayed on the 35-inch video monitors. A camcorder mounted on 
a tripod pro' ides a second video input for the receive site so that students can demonstrate 
phySical acti'lties A \ ideo slate annotator provides each receive site with the ability to draw on 
the computer screen. 
An item !led cost breakdo\\ n for the group video origination site, the remote sites. and the total 
system is pro'lded in Table I!. A diagram of the origination site and a receive site is provided in 
Figures 3 ana ,. respectIvely. 
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Groul> Video System 
Origination Site (1) 
Room-sized group "ideo suite 
Equipment cabinet 
TableD 
Full duplex audio and echo cancellation 
SG3 and Px64 (H.320) Compression 
One CCD pan/tilt/zoom and autofocus camera 
Piclure-in-picture capabilily 
Data pon access via RS-232C up to 19.2 Kbps 
Transmission speeds 56-768 Kbps 
Dual V.35, RS-449, X.21, or V.25 network interface 
PC w!Peotium 120 Mbz CPt: 
Remote Camera - PanffiltlZoom 
t:ninterrupted Power Suppl~' 
Scan Rate Connrter 
Camcorder w!tripod 
Document Camera 
COTS Video Ca<sette Recorder 
Digitizing tablet/drawing board 
Approximate Cost of Origination Site 564,000,00 
Recehe Site (7) 
Room-sized group "ideo suil< 
(Same configuration as origIDation site) 
PC ,,!Pentium 120 ;\lhz CPt: 
Dual 35" Monilors 
Uninlerrupted Power Suppl~ 
COTS "ideo Casselle Recordrr 
Document Camera 
Digitizing tablel/drawing board 
Camcorder "ffripod 
Scan Rate Converter 
Approximate Cost of Each Receive Site 
Total All Recein Site. 
Add Origination Site 
APPROXThlATE TOTAL SYSTEM COST 
8 
$71,000.00 
x7 
5497,000.00 
564.000.00 
S561,OOO.00 
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Figure 3. Group Video S~'stem Origination Site 
Figure 4. Group Video S~'slem Recei.-e Site 
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1. IBMIPC Network Compuler 
1. TeJepboae 
3.Mlcropboaes 
4. VCR (CabIDot) 
5. Color MOIIitor (CaIlUlet) 
6. Camoordtr .1 aipod 
7. I'aAIIIII/rooIII cu. .. 
.. Aulo Focus c-ra 
9. ELMO • GnpbIcs SIaDd 
1. Gan.ry 235 
l.CODEC 
3.1DU 
4. IBMlPC N.tworlt Computrr 
5. T.I.pbon. 
6. ELMO· Graphics Stand 
7. Mlcropbou •• 
8. Audio ControUrr 
9. Vidro CoDtroUrr 
10. VCR (Cabin.l) 
ll. Color Monilon (Cabin.l) 
U. Camcordrr wi tripod 
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System Three: Electronic Classroom 
Concept. The purpose of the electronic classroom system is twofold: <a) to give each site an 
equal capability to receive or originate instruction and (b) to afford greater flexibility in conduct 
local collaborative learning activities at each receive site. In the electronic classroom system, all 
sites are identically configured, that is, receive sites and origination sites have Ihe same suite of 
equipment. This type of configuration allows each of the participating locations 10 share courses 
between them. 
Unlike the desktop and group video configurations, the electronic classroom system provides 
each learning site with an EtherNet based computer network that students can use for 
remediation. collaborative learning exe.cises, or individual computer-based instruction. The 
electronic classroom system may require some modification of existing facilities in order to 
conduct distance learning. 
Instructor station. Each of the sites in the high cost system consists of a room-sized group video 
conferencing suite without the television monitors that are found in the group video conferencing 
system. The video images are provided by a high resolution (64Ox480) video projector that 
projects the image on a screen at the front of the room. 
An instructor station located at the front of the room is equipped with a Pentium-based PC that 
gives the Instructor the ability to show computer graphics and also provides access to e-mai!. 
The instructor station also includes a COTS VCR. a digital writing tablet and drawing board, and 
a document camera. The document camera also provides switching between the various video 
and computer mputs. A small program monitor aBows the instructor to preview slides and 
materials or to see the signal that is being sent out over the network. 
An auto-focus camera mounted on a stand with an electric motor provides the instructor with the 
ability to pan ·tilt and zoom from the instructor station. An infrared remote control device allows 
the IDstructor to mo\e about the classroom and have the camera automatically follow him or her. 
i earner station' In addition to the room-sized group video conferring suite at each site. each 
eiectroDic classroom system site also provides 16 learner computer stations. Each station is 
equipped \\Ith a 12Ct 1\·lhz. PentIUm-based Pc. The PCs are networked together in a local area 
network (LAJ\) using EtherNet protocols This neTWork provides the means for collaborative 
learning and sharing sofm'are at each site and beTWeen siles as well. This network can also 
provide access 10 e-mail and other networked information sources that are available on the 
Internet 
Table 1I1 gives 2 cost breakdo\\n for the high cost system. The costs are broken out by instructor 
station and STUdent station. A piCTUre of an electronic classroom site is shown in Figure 5. Only 
one figure is used because both the origination and receive sites are identically configured. 
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High Cost System 
Teaching Station 
Room-sized group video suite 
Equipment cabinet 
Tablem 
Full duplex audio and echo cancellation 
SG3 and Px64 (H.320) Compression 
One CCD pan/tilt/zoom and autofocus camera 
Picture-in-picture capability 
Data PO" access via RS-232C up to 19.2 Kbps 
Transmission speeds 56-768 Kbps 
Dual V.35, RS-449, X.21, or V.25 network interface 
640x480 Projector 
PC w!Peotium 120 Mhz CPt.: 
CameraMan XLX Camera Mount 
Document Camera 
COTS Video Cassette Recorder 
Digitizing tablet/drawing board 
Uninterrupted Power Suppl~' 
Program Monitor 
Teacber StatioD Total 
Learner Stations 
PC Pentium 120 Mbz CPU (16) 
Etber~et Connector Cards (16) 
l\etwork Huh 
Total Learoer Station Costs 
Teacher Station Costs 
Tolal Cost Per Recein Site 
Total Cost All Sites 
II 
S70,000.00 
S5O,,000.00 
S70,OOO.00 
S120,000.00 
x8 
$960,000.00 
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Figure 5. Electronic Classroom System 
Summary of Hardware Costs 
Thee t\'Q-way interactl\e msta'lce learrung systems and their associated costs were presented in 
terms of both hardware requirements and instructional capabilities. The desktop video system 
consists of a PC-based desktop video conferencing system that uses a Iow<ost origination site, 
such as an instructors office or a small conference room. The group video system is a room-sized 
group ,ideo conferencing system that provides a higher level of video fidelity than the desktop 
\1deo system The electromc classroom system is also a group video confercncing system, but it is 
combined \\ith a 640x480 resolution video projector and a LAN consisting of 16 PCs In the 
electTomc classroom system configuration, all of the sites are identically configured and any site 
can act as the ongmatlon slle 
Table IV pro\ ldes a summary of the costs for the origination site. the receive sites, and the total 
networl; cost for each of the three configurations. 
Table IV 
Origination Site I Receive Site I x 7 Receive Sites Total System 
Cost 
Desktop Video $18.00000 517.300.00 5121,100.00 5139.100.00 
Group Video $64.00000 571.000.00 497.000.00 5561,00000 
Electronic "SI20.000.00 "$120,000.00 $840,000.00 5960,000.00 
Classroom I I 
"All Slles are Identlcalh configureo 
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COMMUNICATION COSTS 
Two primary options exist for communication links for two-way interactive distance education. 
These are terrestrial digital lines and satellite communications links. Terrestrial digital lines 
include n, fractional n, ISDN, frame relay, etc., while satellite links include c;ommercial 
stationary or portable earth stations. A third option exists for communication links and that is a 
combination ofterrestrial and satellite links. 
In order to provide cost data for these communication options in developing countries, a 
comparison of the following variables were included in the cost analysis: 
• bandwidth tequirements related te· each of the three hardware systems 
• duration of use of each system, e.g., number of hours per week 
• local availability of the digital communication links and the existing infrastructure 
based on the location of the receiving sites 
• the equipment (such as ground stations) required for each system and the 
communications regulations regarding the use of the equipment 
• Installation and maintenance support required for each communication link 
Bandwidth Requirements 
The Desktop Video system requires a bandwidth ofatleast 128 Kbps (2 B·Channe1ISDN). The 
Group Video system and the Electronic Classroom require a higher bandwidth of384 Kbps up to 
1.566 Mbps (TI) Either terrestrial lines or satellite links could carry the bandwidth 
requirements for all th"ee of th: hardware systems. ISDN, however, is only useable for the 
desktop video system 
Duration of Two· Way Interactivit)' 
Both satellite and terrestrial communication time is charged by some increment oftime (e.g., per 
minute. per hour). unless it is taken in bulk. such as on a monthly basis. Therefore, the amount 
of time spent using a communication link will affect the cost. For example, a IS·hour course 
could be presented in the follOWing ways: 
• all 15 hours presented li\'e 
• of the course presented live; 113 presented by video tapes that are mailed to each site 
• of the course presented live; 2/3 presented by videotapes that are mailed to each site 
• all 15 hours presented via video tapes with no live instruction 
This illustration of delivery options is only one of a number of possibilities. The point is that the 
more of any communication link that is used, the more it costs, unless it is leased on a monthly 
baSIS for a number of applications of which distance learning is only one. 
Location and Availability of Communication Links 
High band" idth terre;:"al digltai communication lines in developing countries are virtually non-
existent. In addition. the terrestrial hnes between developing countries and developed countries 
f such as the United States. where distance learning courses might originate) are also virtuall: 
non-existent />.10;1 mal'" telecommunications companies (such as AT&T, MCI. Sprint) do not 
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provide any high bandwidth digital lines to the five representative locations used in this report. 
Going through an intermediate country will complicate the logistics issue. which will result in 
increased cost and chances for failure (Global Datalink, 1994). Therefore. the option of using 
terrestrial1inks does not exist. 
On the other hand. satellite communication links between developing countries and developed 
countries presently exist for some locations. specifically large cities. However. even for 
countries where these eanh stations do not exist. the satellite communication links could still be 
established using the modular VSA T solution. Between the modularny of the VSA T technology 
and the possibility of providing interactively over the Des1ctop Video system solution, students 
anj teachers from around the world can interact. 
Equipment Requirements 
Because digital communications between developed and underdeveloped countries cannot be 
achieved using terrestrial lines. satellite links are the only option left. This option can also be 
achieved using existing eanh stations in the different countries. However. for the sake of finding 
a solution that could be applied to any country of interest, the use of a standard, modular VSA T 
technology can be interfaced with each of the hardware system configurations described: desktop 
video system. group video system and the electronic classroom. 
The equipment that is needed to achieve this solution is similar to the equipment that would be 
used if a terrestrial line solution was chosen except for the up-link/down link convener and 
antenna The addition of this equipment (convener and antenna) will increase the cost per 
system location b,· approximately $70,(100. However, this represents a cost savings when 
compared to the costs of interfacing between two different communications protocols (e.g., 
frame rela~. X.25, eto.). 
This solution might limit the communication bandwidth to 128 Kbps but this would allow a 
sufficient bandwidth for conducting two-way interactive distance learning. As compression 
techniques and equipment continue to become more advanced, higher bandwidths will become 
a\·ailablc. 
Commercial satellites require expensive eanh stations, but they are available. However, a 
problem that anses with commefClal satellites is that higher bidders for satellite time can bump 
lower bidders on shon notice. Additionally, these canh stations may be tightly controlled by the 
local government 
Installation and Maintenance Suppon Requirements 
In addition to the distance learning system configurations, communications equipment to link the 
origination and recei,·e sites must installed and maintained. The installation and on-site 
lechnical support for a modular and standardized system is likely to be easier than interfacing 
equipment supplied b:- different vendors 
The \ ideo telecommunications terminal will be designed and assembled using commercial off 
the shelf equipment that will be tested and operated in the United States before it is shipped 
abroad A m"hodolog, \\ ill be applied in the design and development of the system: 
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• Procedures will be developed to facilitate the assembly of various equipment. 
• Test manuals and results expectations will be written and translated to different 
languages to facilitate on-site diagnostics. 
• Back-up equipment will be purchased in case of modular failures. 
• technical support will be available and reachable by phone, Internet, or fax if needed. 
These types of arrangements will reduce delay time during course delivery in case of a technical 
problem. 
Cost Analysis 
While the original intent of this paper was to provide the cost differences between terrestrial and 
satellite communication links, an analysis of the variables that influence these costs forced the 
elimination of terrestrial links. The fact that developing countries in general (and specifically the 
five locations selected for this report), do not have terrestrial communication links with 
sufficient bandwidth available. means that terrestrial options are not a viable solution. 
Commercial satellite earth stations exist in limited supply in most developing countries. For 
example. the country of Ecuador has 14 ground stations, whereas a city the size of Orlando. 
Florida may have as many as five or more ground stations (International Satellite Television 
Handboo'. 1995). \\l,at this means in practical tenns for the use of commercial earth stations in 
developing countries is that supply and demand are nearly equal. Therefore, if an organization 
wants to bu, time using the existing earth station, there may not be enough lime available, the 
cost of using the ground station may be too high, and/or you can run the risk of being bumped by 
a higher bidde:. These constraints could impact the delivery schedule, e.g., classes could be 
cancel.ed. andor it may be too expensive to conduct the training because using the satellite is too 
costl:" . 
An a!tematl\e to commercial satellites. and the most viable option in developing countries. is to 
use stand-alone very smal i aperture terminals (VSA T). Leasing a VSA T provides the user with 
exclusi,·. access and 14-hours of airtime. In addition VSAT uses time domain multiple access 
(TDMA). is modular. charges a flat rate. is portable, and is easily assembled. 
The cost of a VSA T that provides bandwidth of 128 Kbps which is sufficient for the Desktop 
Video system is approximately S6000lmonth. The cost of a VSAT that provides a bandwidth of 
384 Kbps which is suffiCient for the Group Video and Electronic Classroom systems is about 
$IO.OOO/montl; 
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COURSEWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS 
Introduction 
Studies on the costs of distance learning oft~n confme themselves to an analysis of the costs of the 
hardware used to deliver a program and the communications links. However. these costs are only 
pan of the total cost of providing distance learning. An additional expense of an effective dislance 
learning course or program is the cost of designing and developing the instruction that will be 
presented. 
Studies have shov.n that distance learni 19 courses typically require more extensive planning than 
required for platform instruction. Clark (1989) has stated that there are two teChnologies that 
contribute to effective distance education: the hardware technologies and the social science 
(instructional design) technologies. Haarland and Newby (\984) have stated that in<:reases in 
student performance and satisfaction found in the research may be due to improved course design 
and teaching performance rather than to the attributes of a specific technology. Because course 
design and development plays such a crucial role in effective distance learning. information on 
these costs are needed by decision makers so they can make a fully informed decision al>out the 
cost of providing dIstance education. 
The purpose of this section is to provide cost projection data for the design and development of 
two-way interactive distance learning courses. This section provides examples of approximate 
costs for producing distance learning courseware based on a military study that was conducted by 
several of the authors of this repon. Included in this section is an overview of the requirements for 
effecti"e design and de\elopment of distance learning courses, a cost model, a brief explan>.tion of 
the variables in the model, and the course design and development costs for two hypothetical 
courses thaI differ in lenglh and complexity. 
These cost projections assume that design and development costs will not differ substantially by the 
chOIce of communications method or hardware. That is, the design and development costs for 
terreslTJal-based communications are the same as those for satellite-based communications. 
SimIiariy. the design and de\elopment costs for presenting a course via a desktop video system will 
not differ significantly from a course presented by an electronic classroom system provided that the 
systems ha,'e the same basic instnJctional capabilities. 
Instructional Design for Distance Education 
The instructional requirements for good distance learning courses are not substantially different 
from those required for stand-up or platform instruction. Both require sound instructional 
objectives. good presentation of the content, opponunities for students to interact with each other 
and with the instructor. effecti"e mstructional materials, good evaluation measures, etc. However. 
the fact thai the instruclion takes places when the student and the teacher are physically separate, 
means that more olannin!,: is typically required to insure that the instruction is effective. 
SeYeral course design features that are key to successful two-way interactive distance learning have 
(leen identified in the literature (Bailey, et aI., 1989: C)TS & Smith, 1990; Defense Language 
Institute. 199:: Ostendorf. 1991. Sheppard. et aI., 1990): 
pre" Ision fer group dynamics. specifically interaction among the STUdents and 
bet\\ ecn the studcnts and the instructor 
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carefully structured student involvement activities 
provision for corrective and confirming feedback 
shon lecture segments (20-30 minutes) 
visual aids. such as graphics and video sequences, that have been adapted for two-
way interactive distance learning 
an interactive study guide for the students 
Source ofth~ Cost Data 
The cost projections presented here are based on the results of a military study conducted in 1992-
1993 (Manin et al.. 1994). Five courses were reconfigured from a platform format to two-way 
video teletraining using the Army's five-component Systems Approach to Training (SAn model: 
Analysis. Design. De\'elopment, Implementation, and Evaluation. These five components formed 
the basis of the cost model. 
The costs used in the military project were obtained by examining actual contractor and sub-
contractor billings. Each item from the monthly billings was examined to determine whether it was 
a design or de\'elopment cost. Design costs included costs associated with formulating the 
instruction. such as writing objectives, designing test items and selecting media and instructional 
methods Development costs included expenses related to preparing materials, such as: producing 
the graphics and \\Titing the interacti\'e student study guides and the instructors' course manuals. 
Cost Model 
The cost model used for the analysis was adapted by Manin et al. (1994) from Bramble and Bauer 
(1991) The cost model enabled the military project to determine the total cost of producing all five 
courses and the cost of producing a single course. 
The cost model used in the military project was: 
Ci=)::(A~i+DEi+D\,i+DLi-+-EVi-+-sum(SOji)=ADi) , , 
The variables in this model are dermed as follows: 
CI = the total cost of course "j" 
A~' = the cost of analyzing course ";" 
DEi = the cos, of designing course "i" 
DVI = the cost of de"eloping course "i" 
Dli = the cost of deli"ermg course "i" 
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EVi = the cost of evaluating course Hi" 
SOji = the cost of operating n:mote site "j" for course Hi" 
ADi = the administrative costs associated with course Hi". 
For the purpose of the cost projections pn:sented in this section of this report, only the costs for 
designing (DE) and developing (DV) the courses wen: analyzed. 1berefon:, the cost variables of 
analysis (AN), delivery (OL), evaluation (EV), and n:mote site operations (SO) arc not included. 
Cost Projections 
Using data from the military study, it was possible to project the cost of designing and developing 
two hypothetical courses: (a) a course that is eight hours in length and has approximately 250 
graphics, and (b) a course that is approximately 80 hours in length with over 1,000 graphics. These 
course scenarios were selected to show cost differences in a n:latively short course (one day) versus 
a relatively long course (two weeks). 
This cost projection provides a range of costs from the least expensive to the most expensive 
course, based on actual cost data from five different courses. An average of the total costs is also 
presented. Again, this analysis does not include any course revision costs, costs n:lated to the 
number of students. or the costs of operating the receiving site.' 
The cost projections pro\'ides different numbers of visualize (e.g., graphics, pictures, illustrations. 
diagrams, .!tc.) because these are an important instnlctional component of two-way interactive 
video instruction (C~TS 8:. Smith. 1990) One drawback to using two-way interactive distance 
learning is that instructors often talk to the camera. i.e., they become a "talking head." This is a 
poor Instructional use of the technology. Graphics can be used effectively to help explain and 
clarify content. and they are typically more motivating and interesting than the "talking head:-
Most instructional design recommendations for effective two-way video instnlction include the use 
of a variety of graphiCS. Graphics are therefore and important variable in this cost analysis. 
:-hon CQursc The expected costs of an 8-hour course of instruction that contains approximatel~ 
250 graphics are sho\\TI in Table J\'. Table V shows the expected costs of an 80-hour course of 
instructIOn that contains approximatel~ lIDO graphics. 
4lnStruciion delivcred to non-English speaking counuies will require translation. Tbcse costs are not included in the COSt 
estimates· 
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Table IV. Cost Projection for Desi&D and Developmeat of .. Eight Hoar Coane 
Area 1WIge of Costs 
Design, and develop (excluding graphics) $6,304.60 - SII,753.52 
Graphics SI,99O.00 - S3,115.00 
Total Costs S8,294.6O - S14,868.52 
Average Cost SlI,m.56 
Table V. Cost Projection for Designing and Developing an E/ehty Hour Course 
Area Range of Costs 
Design. and develop (excluding graphics) $63,046.07 - S1I7,535.43 
Graphics S8,652.52 - SI3,544.02 
Total Costs SI29,727.80 -
S302,022.89 
! A "orage Cost $215,870.95 
Although these courses were reconfigured from existing courses, an extensive course design and 
de\'elopment effon was required. The average design and development cost for an 80 hour course 
was $215.870.95: fN an eight hour course the average cost was $11,581.56. In fact, the COUTse 
design and de\'elopment costs accounted for more than one-third of the entire cost of implementing 
the military courses 
Video Production Costs 
The miJiw: project cited above used commercially and locally produced videotapes to present 
some instruction. The locally produced videos were purchased as part of a package arrangement 
with one of the sub;:onrraclOrs. Hence. accurate per-houT costs could not be estimated. 
A pri;:e quote from a commer::ia! video production house prOvided the following costs for 
orofessional video owduc\lon. Tnese costs are charged for per day basic video shooting do not 
, 
in:luae an\' post-production seryices.-
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• Videographer 
• BetaCam rental 
• Sound Assistant 
• Lights 
S275.00/day 
S450.00/day 
$250.00/day 
$ I OO.oo/day 
• Grip (technical asst.) $150oolda)" 
Total SI22S.00/day 
In addition. 1/2 hour BetaCam tapes for recording the instruction must be purchased at a cost of 
$25.00 each. This results in an estimated per hour cost of approximately $295.00. 
Issues Related to Instructional Design and Development for Distance Education 
The design and development costs for distance courses are expensive components of the overall 
costs of distance education. One remedy to this problem is to curtail or simplify the design and 
development process. thus reducing the overall costs of distance education. One idea is to provide 
insrructors the opportunity to present insrruction from homes, offices, or desks using the same 
materials that the! usc in non-distance education courses. These materials are then confi~d for 
distance education on a piecemeal basis during the instruction term rather than during an extensive 
pre-insrructional development effon. This scenario works especially well with the desktop video 
system configuration because the equipment is relatively easy to use from an office and technical 
personnel are n01 required ir. order to deliver the instruction. 
Another opt 1011 \\ ilh the more sophisticated equipment is to use technical personnel extensively, 
thereb! relie\·ing the insrructo, of those duties and allowing him or her to focus on reconfiguring 
the instrucllonal malerials durmg the insrructionaiterm. While this option may reduce the cost of 
insrruClional design for dlSlance education. the cost of additional personnel (e.g., technicians) may 
again increase costs 
Another issue related to desigr. and development costs is the frequency that a particular COurse is 
offered If. for example. the same course is presented more than once, the design and development 
costs can be arnor.ized over multiple course offerings. This means that the design and development 
costs need onl! to be Incurred once. On the other hand, if it is intended that a course would be 
presented only once or f\\ice. the design and development effort could be significantly scaled do".". 
thus reducing o\·erall costs. While it is impossible to determine precisely the cost reduction 
because the reduction wou Id be dependent on the type of course offered, it could be expected that 
fewer media (e.g .. graphics. videotapes) would be developed and the design of on-line and off-line 
activities would be simplified. All of these modifications would decrease the design and 
de\elopment costs 
At the present time. howe\·er. course design and development is an expensive component of the 
entire distance learning enterprise. The overall costs of conducting distance education can be 
reduced by reducing the costs of instructional design and development. If this can be accomplished 
withoUI affecting the quality of instruction. this may be an effective way to reduce the costs of 
deii\'en:og dIstance education 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The primary purpose of this paper was to provide a cost comparison of three different levels of 
two-wav interactive distance learning systems for developing countries. Presented were 
hardwa~e, communications, and instructional design and development costs. All three of these 
elements should be considered before beginning a distance education program. An optimal 
scenario for distance delivery is dependent upon the needs IIDd priorities of tile selected country, 
the infrastructure of country, the amount of money available to spend for hardware and 
communications, the requirements of the courses presented, IUId personnel experience and 
availability. Included below arc three distance learning scenarios IIDd tileir associated costs. 
These examples are provided for comparison, including a preferred scenario for developing 
countries. 
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the assembly of the cost information. Because 
there are three levels of two-way interactive distance learning system configurations (desktop 
video, group video, and electronic classroom) and varying levels of instructional design, several 
possible permutations of total cost are possible. This section demonstrates the process of 
combining the different cost factors to arrive at a particular system that can fulfill specific 
training and education needs. 
Examples 
The cost examples presented in this section are representative for a course that is offered once. 
Both rxed and variable costs are included in the examples. Fixed costs include the hardware 
system and the f;rst time instructional design and development costs. Successive offerings ofthe 
course would utilize the already existing hardware, and the instructional design and development 
costs would be limited to minor revisions, modifications, and updating the course. The reader is 
ad'ised that these are startup cost>. The costs per course offering will decrease significantly as 
the num ber of course offerings increases. Thus, the cost per course offering will be reduced 
drastically owr time. 
A typical photo,oltaic (PV) course ranges between 18 and 30 hours. Of these hours. 
approximate I, I/~ to 1.'3 of the course consists of laboratory and group activities, i.e., hours 
conducted outside the classroom. Therefore, when presenting a PV course via a two-way 
interactive distance learning system. some of the total course hours would be presented off-line. 
For example, an 18-hour PV course would include at least 4 or 5 hours of instruction that would 
not be presented via distance learning. While this will provide a cost savings in terms of 
delivery. a professional or paraprofessional site coordinator would have to be present to assist 
with off-line activities. These personnel requirements are not included in the cost estimated 
belo\\. Of the 13 remaining hours. instruction that could be standardized, e.g, lectures, 
examples of P\' systems. demonstrations. could be presented by pre-taped videos: the rest of it 
b"li'e mo-\\ay interactive distance iearning. 
Gi,en this information. three PV course scenarios, each of which would be presented during a 
one-month period. arc presented below with their associated costs. There is one origination and 
se,en recei, e sites 111 each scenano The following formula was used: 
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Total Costs = H (hardware) + C (communications) + ID (instructional design and development). 
Course I: This is an IS-hour PV course presented via a desktop video system at 128 kbps. The 
instructional hours consist of the following: 
4 hours conducted off· line 
5 hours of pre-taped video 
9 hours of live, interactive instruction with less than 250 graphics 
The total cost for this scenario can be broken out as follows: 
Hardware 
Communications 
Instructional Design (pre-taped videos) 
Courseware and Graphics 
$139,100.00 
$ 6,000.00 
$ 1,475.00 
$ 11,582.00 
Total Cost ..... «"$1.58,157:00 
Course:. This is an IS-hour PV course presented via a group video system at T1/4. The 
instructional hours consist of: 
~ hours conducted off· line 
5 hours of pre-taped video 
9 hours of interactive instruction with 1000+ graphics 
The lOtal COSi for this scenario can be broken out as follows: 
Hardware 
Communications 
InstruCllonal Design (pre-taped videos) 
Courseware and Graphics 
ITolal Cost 
$561,000.00 
$ 10,000.00 
$ 1,475.00 
$ S,653.00 
. ·SS8l;12l1.00 
Course 3: This is an IS-hour PV course presented via an electronic classroom at T1/4. The 
instructional hours conSIst of 
~ nours conducted off-line 
5 hOllrs of pre-taped Video 
9 hours of 11\0. interacti, e instruction with 1000- graphics 
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The total cost for this scenario can be broken out as follows: 
Hardware 
Communications 
Instructional Design (pre-taped videos) 
Courseware and Graphics 
Cost ." 
$ 10,000.00 
$ 1,475.00 
$ 8,653.00 
Preferred Delivery Scenario for a PV Course for Developing Countries 
Based on the above discussion, the preferred delivery system is the one described for Course I 
above. This scenario is preferred because continued improvements in telecommunications and 
computer technologies will allow for higher fidelity desktop systems at relatively lower costs. 
This option presents the most favorable tradeoff between cost and instructional effcctiveness and 
capabilil) . 
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RURAL ELECfRIFICA TION, ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION, AND 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA AND AFRICA 
Introduction 
Concept Paper 
November 1995 
A consortium representing one or more countries in Latin America andIor Africa, the U.S. 
government. industry. and academic institutions is considering submitting a joint proposal to the 
World Bank and/or other multilateral financial institutions to address critical needs in developing 
countries. These needs include: 
• Rural electrification 
• 
• 
• 
Environmental remediation and control 
Clean. potable water supply 
Improved health care in rural clinics 
• Economic development. including job creation. new markets for renewable energy 
products and services. increased productivity and fmancing. 
The need for electric power in the developing world is significant. Over 2 billion people 
worldwide do not have electric power. The per capita energy consumption in many areas is one-
fortieth of the average consumption in the U.S. Electric power in rural areas is often non-existent 
or unreliable. To be more productive and to raise their standard of living. developing countries 
must increase their production and distribution of energy. The increased demand for electric 
power production capacity in developing countries is estimated at 5 million megawatts over the 
next 30 to 40 years' 
Fossil-generated electricity creates serious emission problems. especially carbon emissions 
affecting global weather. Clean. renewable energy systems and conservation offer the best 
solutions for meeting much of the world's energy demand without severely impacting the 
environment. For developing countries. infrastructure must be established to facilitate 
marketing, distribution and support of the renewable energy products that can significantly 
improve conditions. 
The World Bank's Solar Initiathe 
In March 1995. the World Bank announced its new Solar Initiative. an effort to work with its 
member countries. the energy industry. research institutes, and non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs) to hasten commercialization of solar and other renewable energy technologies and to 
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expand their applications significantly in developing countries. The initiative has two main 
thrusts: 
• Preparation and finance of commercial and near-commercial applications 
• Facilitation of international research, development and demonstration (RD&D). 
In addition, the Global Environment Facility (GEF), a branch of the World Bank, provides grants 
and concessional funds to developing countries for projects and activities that aim to protect the 
global environment. The GEF can "buy down" the high capital costs ofnear-commercial 
renewable energy technologies to meet the World Bank's investment criteria. Sources of 
financing that can be leveraged by the GEF include conventional development finance from the 
multilateral development banks, the International Finance Corporation, commercial financing 
sources. private direct investment, direct investment of utilities, and various combinations. 
Technologies in which the World Bank is interested include photovoltaics, wind, solar thennal, 
and biomass gasification. Financial resources to prepare projects involving these technologies 
(typically I to 3 percent of the total project costs) may be available from a variety of sources, 
including multilateral investment banks. UNDP, bilateral grant aid, private investors, electric 
utilities. and the developing countries themselves. 
Project Concept 
The consortium proposes a project that will: 
• Build on an existing rural electrification project involving the installation of a large 
number of photovoltaic. wind. andlor biomass gasification systems 
• Senously address the need for infrastructure development to ensure the long-tenn success 
of the project 
• Uniquely combine advanced communications, instructional, and renewable energy 
technologies for satellite-based distance training and education 
• DC\'elop markets and private sector business opportunities for independent power 
producers and energy service providers 
• Provide unprecedented access to technical and marketing databases for new businesses in 
developIng countries 
• Electrify rural homes, schools, health clinics, village centers, businesses and other value-
added applications using clean. renewable energy 
• Reduce carbon emissions 
• Monllor and control remote energy systems using satellite-based supervisory control and 
data acquisition (SCADA). 
Goal 
The overall goal of the project is to enhance the quality of life in one or more of the targeted 
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countries through rural electrification and sustaining infrastructures. The project's intent is to 
empower the local populace with the tools necessary to meet their present and future needs. 
These tools include not only electricity-producing hardware, but also renewable energy services. 
financing opportunities. training. education. and access to information and data -- in short. all 
those services necessary to effectively support the long-term successful operation of rural electric 
power systems. 
Renewable Energy Hardware for Rural Electrification 
Rural electrification involves both renewable energy hardware and supporting infrastructures. 
Rather than developing an entirely new project, an artempt will be made to identify and build 
upon an existing hardware applications project. Such a project should include a large number of 
photovoltaic. wind. and/or biomass systems for producing electricity. The types of applications 
of interest include: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Lighting. radio. television and communications for homes and buildings to increase 
literacy. social activities. and productivity 
Electric water pumps and purification systems for potable water supply to reduce infant 
mortality and improve health 
Vaccine refrigeration. ventilation. purification and communication equipment for rural 
health clinics to reduce infant mortality and improve health care and diagnostics 
Lighting. communications. computer and other equipment to support small businesses 
LighlIng. computers. educational technology and communication equipment for schools 
Ventilation. lighting and other equipment for increased productivity of poultry farms 
Small appliances and battery charging for a variety of applications 
LightlOg. communications. refrigeration. ballel)' charging. radio and television for village 
centers 
Ice production and other value-added application for fishing and food service industries. 
Infrastructure De\'elopment 
Many past renewable energy hardware application projects for developing countries have had 
high failure rates because of a lack of supporting infrastructures. Rural electrification requires at 
least two key industries: independent power producers and energy service providers. For 
products such as photovoltaic and wind systems. it is unlikely that manufacturing will occur in 
many of the developing countries. although it is certainly encouraged if financing is available. 
Local manufacturing of other balance-of-system components will be strongly encouraged. More 
commonly. the in-country infrastructure for these industries will include fmancing. marketing. 
distribution. design. installation. inspection. maintenance. repair, and other post-installation 
services. Training. education and continuous infusion of data and technological advancements 
are important for building and sustaining strong infrastructure. Design assistance, procurement 
assistance. and access to databases (which until now were generally unavailable) are services that 
can and should support infrastructure development. 
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Education and Training 
Education and training are key elements in developing and enhancing the energy, environmental 
and other infrastructures necessary to meet the basic human needs in these countries. 
Because of the lack of terrestrial communication services in the developing world, a satellite-
based communication link is required. A well designed satellite-based distance education and 
training program can: a) reach larger audiences, b) enhance learning, c) provide greater 
consistency in delivery. d) lower costs per student and e) provide a continuous link between 
leamers and subject matter experts. Strong emphasis will be placed on technology~nhanced 
education, including digital and asynchronous communications, computer networking. and 
shared software. 
Databases 
The following databases. previously unavailable. are being developed and will be made available 
to project panicipants and small businesses in the targeted countries: 
• Solar insolation data 
• Industry directones and product directories 
• Photovoltaic module performance ratings based on Aorida Solar Energy Center (FSEC) 
test results 
• Battery and charge controller performance based on FSEC test results 
• System and component test and ~valuation reports 
• Accepted design practices and guides 
• Lighting system performance and ratings based on FSEC test results 
• Recommended procurement specifications for lighting, water pumping and refrigeration 
systems 
• Solar themlal collector test results and energy ratings. 
Target Locations 
To identify one or more developing countries as clients for the World Bank and major 
panlcipanh in the proposed project. the following criteria were developed: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Existing or imminent renewable energy application projects 
Energy resources and needs 
Existing education and training infrastructure 
Supporting institutions 
• Existing satellite eanh stations that can be used for project management and education 
and training activities 
• Prospects for political and fmancial suppon. 
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Based on the above criteria, over twenty countties in Latin America and Africa have been 
identified as potential participants. Of these, two countties in Latin America are of special 
interest: Ecuador and Colombia. Presently Georgetown University is providing small business 
development assistance to these countties, and NASA bas satellite earth stations in both Quito 
and Bogota that are linked to the U.S. via the Advanced Communications Technology Satellite 
(ACfS). Brazil, Argentina and Kenya are also strong candidates for participation. 
Possible Participants and Roles 
Targeted countries: 
FSEClISTIUCF: 
NASA LeRC: 
Georgetown Univ: 
Brevard Conun Coil: 
Enersol Associates: 
NCSCINCSCS· 
Orion Energy: 
RETUU.S. ECRE·. 
Savannah State Coil: 
Siemens Solar 
Ecuador, Colombia, Brazil, Argentina, Kenya andlor other Latin American 
and African countries with identified needs for rura1 electtification; will 
submit proposal, request financing and promote economic development 
Operator of U.S. Photovoltaic Southeast Regional Experiment Station 
since 1982; leader in photovoltaic test, evaluation and system design; 
energy and environmental courses; instructional design and development; 
energy databases; design assistance; project coordination 
ACfS link; use of earth stations; communications expertise 
Experienced in small business development and assistance using satellite· 
based distance education in Ecuador and Colombia; international needs 
assessment; identifying cooperating institutions in developing countries; 
policy. planning. and small business development 
Leader in distance learning; Electronic University NetworklAOL; training 
of support personnel; tw(l·year academi:: programs 
NGO; significant experience in international applications and training 
Energy systems expertise; education and training; distance education 
facilities; international program involvement 
SCADA and renewable energy systems engineering; software 
development 
Alternative energy industry support and subject matter experts; 
international program involvement 
TrainIng and academic courses for Africa; Center for Advanced Water 
Technology and Energy Systems 
Largest photovoltaic module manufacturer in world with outstanding 
training capability; training courses. materials and hardware 
Possible U.S. Government Participants/Advisors 
NREL: 
Sandia Nat'! Labs: 
ExpertIse and databases in renewable energy resources, materials, 
components and systems; international program involvement 
Expertise and databases in renewable energy components and systems; 
international program involvement 
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Possible Equipment and ServIce Providers 
AT&T: Multipoint video teleconferencing; global communications; Center of 
Excellence in Distance Learning; language services 
Global Datalink: Internet solutions and training; asynchronous communications; wide area 
networking; facilities development 
Hughes: Satellite link (Spaceway) 
Intel sal: Satellite link to Africa 
PictureTel: Multipoint video teleconferencing equipment and global communication 
servIces 
Budget and Duration 
Much more planning will be required before reliable and appropriate pricing infonnation is 
available. However, a total budget of $20 to $30 million is anticipated for a three-phase, ten-year 
program. Pha~e I would involve hardware installation, training, infrastructure development, 
facilities development, and pilot testing for the balance of the lifetime of the Advanced 
Communications Technology Satellite (i.e., about three years). Phase n would involve additional 
hardware installation, market development, new satellite links, and expansion of education and 
training course offerings (three to four years). Phase ill would involve some hardware 
installation, greater market development, training for energy service providers plus complete 
academic program offerings (i.e .. 2-year. 2+2, and graduate degree programs). $10 to $12 
million would be required for facililles. equipment, and earth stations. 
Con~ct Person 
Jerry Ventre 
Florida Solar Energy Center 
1679 Clearlake Road 
Cocoa. Florida 3:!9:!2·5703 
Phone: 407-638-1470; Fax: 407-638-1010 
E-mail: \'entre@f,ec.ucf.edu 
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Course MaDuaI Outline 
I ad Corresponding Video Tapes 
I Section Tape Title Time Instructor 
Introduction and Overview 1 hr. Ventre 
I 2 2 Solar Radiation 1 hr. Ventre 
I 2A 3 Electrical Fundamentals 1 hr. Dunlop 
3 4 Photovoltaic Effect and Materials 1 hr. Dhere 
•• 
3 5 Photovoltaic Effect and Materials 1 hr. Dhere 
4 6 Modules. Panels and Arrays 1 hr. Dunlop 
I 4 7 Modules. Panels and Arrays (LAb 2: Lacut /- I' Measuremenls: Marching Loads 
& PI'ModuleS/Arrays) ) hr. Dunlop 
I 5 Photovoltaic System Components 
5 8 P.S.c. SYSTem configura/Ions and BOS ) hr. Dunlop 
I 5 9 P.S.c. Balleries ) hr. Dunlop 5 10 P.S.c. Balleries ) hr. Dunlop 5 I I P.S.c. Charge COnlrol/ers ) hr. Swamy 
I 5 12 PS.c. LAb 5: Charge COnlrol/ers )hr Swam,' 6 System Sizing Procedures 
6 13 System Sizing Procedures ) hr. Oemi 
I 6 I~ System Sizing Procedures ) hr. Oemi 6 15 System Sizing Procedures 45 min. Demi 
6 II> SSP: SV.<lem Sizing Demons/ra/ion: NSOL ) hr. Swam)" 
I 6 17 SSP PI' Water Pumping I hr. Dunlop 6 18 SSP SI~lIlg PI' WaTer Pumping SYSTems I hr. Dunlop 
6 19 SSP PI' Water PurificaTion Case STudy I hr. Oemi 
I 7 py S~'stem Electrical Desl!:n 
7 20 PV System Electrical Design ) hr. Dunlop 
I 7 21 PV System Electrical Design ) hr. Dunlop 7 22 PV SED.: Circuit Drawings 
and Schematics ) hr. Oemi 
I 7 n PV SED.: Circuit Drawings and Schematic> ) hr. Demi 
I 8 Mechanical Design and Building Integration in italics) 8 24 Mechanical Design and Building Integration I hr. Ventre 
I 8 2~ MD&BI: Technical Specifications fA Ca.1e Stud,) I hI. Ventre S ~6 \1D&131 Lab 7: SYSTem AssemblY 
I 
and Checkout I hr. Oemi 
I 
I Rn: /OIJ/I')S 
I 
I 
Section Tape Title Time Instructor 
I 9 27 Maintenance and Troubleshooting I hr. Oemi 
I 10 28 lOA 29 
Economic Analysis I hr. Ventre 
PV Lighting Systems I hr. Dunlop 
I 11 30 Utility Interconnection Considerations and Course Summary 1 hr. Ventre 
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ACTS FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
Research Agenda 
Use of Shared Software in Vldeo-teletraining (VTI) 
• What are the advantages and disadvantages from the delivering instructor's perspective? 
• What is the impact on course design, development time and costs? 
• What is the impact on course scheduling and pacing? 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
What types of software offer unique and significant advantages from the learner's 
perspecti ve ~ 
What do students most like and most dislike about the use of shared software? 
How many students per computer/work station can effectively use shared software? 
Are learntng gains influenced by the inclusion of shared software in the courseware? 
What are the pnmary useslbenefits of shared software in VIT (e.g., for practice, 
explanation/demonstration, testing applications)" 
Effectiveness of Desktop Video in Distance Learning 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
How imponant is frame rate, resolution, and overall video quality to learning for various 
types of software') 
What are the tradeoff> (economic, video quality, audio quality, etc.) between analog and 
digital video system, ~ 
What are the tradeoffs between window sharing and conventional networkingry 
What are the advantages and disadvantages of having shared software resident on desktop 
video systems at both delivering and receiving sites? 
What are appropriate ratios of students to desktop video systems for effective utilization 
of the technology" 
What are the advantages and disadvantages from the delivering instructor's perspective? 
What do students most like and dislike about using desktop video for instruction? 
I 
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• What interfacing standards are most appropriate for accommodating future growth and 
change? 
• What other suppon equipment is desirable for effective delivery (e.g., digital tablet, 
document camera, etc.)? 
Appeal and Acceptance of Desktop Video Systems from the Instructor 8DCI Students' 
Perspectives 
• Were/are the instructors enthusiastic to about using desktop video? shared software? 
• Were/are students enthusiastic to about using desktop video? shared Software? 
• 
• 
• 
Do instructors and students prefer this method of instruction to others they have tried? 
If given the chance, would instructors and students use desktop video in other courses? 
shared software? 
How does physical separation affect those of desktop video, if at all? shared software? 
Effects of Network Size on Distance Learning 
• What is the maximum number of receive sites that can be used and still allow interaction 
and mastery oi the course objectives? 
• 
• 
• 
• 
What are the maximum numbers of students at a receive site and in the overall network 
that can be educated/trained without degradation in the learning process? 
What arc the maximum number of desktop video systems that can be connected to a 
single MeU' 
What are reasonable cycle times to switch between all receive sites? 
What are recommended switching methods to promote audio and/or video interaction? 
Marketing Distance Education in Developing Countries 
• What are the needslbenefits and funding sources for distance education in foreign 
countries? 
• What elements are needed to provide good distance education? 
• What cour,es would be most valuable or needed? How long should they last? What are 
the optimum instructIOnal and communications technologies to use? 
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• Is there a market for Cadillac (e.g., ACfS) capabilities or is the Chevy version better? 
Cost Benefit Analyses 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
What are the cutoff points for cost effectiveness and course length? What is the 
breakeven point, payback period, etc.? 
Is there a cost that is economically viable for staff training, student fees, etc? Is there a 
reasonable charge per studen:? 
What are the course development/conversion time requirements and costs (per student 
hour. per course hour)? 
What are the instructional delivery time requirements and costs (per student bour, per 
course hour)? 
What are the technical support costs before, during and after course delivery? 
What are the costs of using different media options? 
Novelty Effects 
• How strong is th~ novtlty effect? How does it influence learning? How does one assess 
novelty effects? 
• How can course interest be sustained" 
• What arc the educational effects of technology" How can they be measured? 
Technological Complexity and User Response 
• How easy is the distance learning equipment to use? How long does it take to learn to 
u,e it (and other media) by instructors, site facilitators, and support personnel? 
• How much of the 1.544 Mbps pipeline is needed? 
• What are the barriers to acceptance by instructors. site facilitators, support personnel. and 
students" 
Effectiveness of Media by Task Type 
• What are the multimedia capabilities using ACfS? What is the best video display 
technology (e.g .. size of monitors. number of monitors. video overlays. software 
sharing)? 
~I 
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• What future multimedia technologies (trends) should NASA investigate? 
• Is there a preferred format for delivery of instruction? 
Foreign ExpertiseJCulturallssues 
• Is there expertise to run a distance education program/system in foreign countries? 
• 
• 
• 
Should courses only be offered in major metropolitan areas? Is it economically feasible? 
How long does it take foreign instructors and staff to develop content knowledge and 
equipment expertise? 
What is needed to support training in foreign countries? What are the best training 
approaches? 
What computers and communications technologies are available and suited for foreign 
countries~ Is multi-point transmission viable? 
I Importance of Satellite Technical Features 
I 
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• 
• 
• 
How important are high frequencies and large bandwidths? 
How important are high. medium. and low video compression rates in terms of learning 
benefits~ 
What are the time lags when transmitting from site to site? 
• What are the hardware and technical limitations on the number of possible receive sites 
(satellIte or othcr)~ 
Effecth'eness of Course Design Options 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
How much and what type of interactivity is necessary? How does it affect learning? 
How often docs it need to occur? 
What is the optimum lesson pacing? How much on-line vs, off-line time is best~ 
How often should learning be assessed? 
What is the best approach to providing feedback for both learners and instructors? How 
often should it be provided? What technologies are best suited for this purpose? 
What is the optimum number of receive sites~ What is the optimum number of students 
per site~ 
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Instructor Effectiveness/Student Achievement 
• Do students master the lesson content? What are student attitudes concerning the 
effecti veness of the instruction? 
• How effective is the instructor using the instructional technologies, media, and ACfS 
equipment (ease of use)? 
• How adaptable is the instructor to using the equipment? 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E 
F. 
Appendices 
Literature Search: Review Documents 
Repon entitled, A Cost Comparison of Alternative Approaches to Two-Way Interactive 
Distance Learning in Developing Countries. 
Origination/Receive Sites 
Paper entitled. Rural Electrification Environmental Remediation and Economic 
Development in Latin America and Africa. 
Course Manual Outline and Corresponding Video Tapes 
Research Agenda 
